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Although earch with nonhandicapped students hal shown that important benefits come
from tutoring o rs, most tutoring studies in special education have involved handicapped students

as tutees, rather than as tutor,s. Those studies which have included handicapped students as tutors

have had them tutor other handicapped students?The purpose °Allis article is to report the results

of two studies in which handicapped students tutored regular-class students. In the first study, 39

4th-6th grade learning and behaviorally handicapped students tutored regular-class first graders in
areading. In the second s)hdy, 17 intellectually handicapped students tutored regular-class peers in

. sign language. Comparing ftitors' performance With that of other handicapped students in
appropriate comparison , groups, the results showed that tutors scored higher on reading
achievement (Itudy 1) and experienced more social acceptance (Study 2) than students who did not

Ogeneral self-esteem were similar for both the tutors and noii...,

ih Study 1 scored higher on specific subscales assessing their rception of ability in
"reading/spelling" and "general academic ability." These results suggest that handicapped students

would make more academic and person/social progress if they were to spend some regulfHy

scheduled time uttoring other students from the regular classroom.
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REyERS&ROLE TUTORING
_ The Effects of Handicapped Students Tutoring

Regular Class Students

The results of two meta-analyse have shown that tutoring is an effective strategy for
improving the academic performanc of both tutors and- wails (Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982;
Hartley, 1977). However, the effects of tutoring on self-concept and socialization have been much
less clear. Most tutoring studies focus on academic growth of tutees, avoiding measures of
self-concept and socialzation. Only one of the two meta-analyses deals d, with self-concept
and bases its conclusions on only twelve studies (Cohen, Kulik, Kulik, 1982). Neither of the
re4ews assesses the effects of tutoring on socialization, largely becatse the vast majority of slue es

have not included it as a dependent measure.

If social rejection ancliow academic achievement are the two most critical prnhlernk fac4 by

ii.indicapped students, tutoring research could have important implications for special educat,,)n.

Since tutoring allows students to work tog'ether, each takig 'unique roles, it is one of few
intervention strategies that has the potential of improving students' academic perforrni.!.%.e,

"" simultaneously aiding therti in their personal /social development. However, a closer look at
existing research on tutoring reveals that relatively few tutoring studies have been conductid with

handicapped kudent,5 taking the role of tutor (Oseithorpe & Scruggs, 1984). This is an important

point because the tutor is,the one who has the most potential for growth in the personaho?ialarea.

Although4he authors of the previously mentioned meta-analyses did not give detailed data in

their write-ups, it would apwa-from examining the lists of studies reviewed that only a handful of

the )4 studies involved handicapped students as tutors. When handicapped.students do act as

tutors, appropriate research methodology is seldom used which would allow researchers to make

'strong conclisions about the effects of tutoring (Scruggs & Richter, in pri§s). One .ot. mwt

common methodological problems is the omission of an apprbpriate comparison group (similar

students who did not function as iutors or tutees.). In addition, studies that do include handicapped

tutors nearly always hive therrrteach tutees who are also handicapped (Maher, 1984). This point is

important because if social integration and self-concept are to NI enhanced, it would seem that
t .

handicapped student; tutoring regular -class students (reverse-role tutoring) would be the most

effective approach. The pui..K)se of this article is to report the results of two studies on reverse-role
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While the two studies differed in a numherof ways, each involved regular crass students as

tutees, 'unlike the vast majority of tutoring research in special education. In the first study upper

grade elementary agedlearning disabled and behaviorally disordered studeFts tutored regular class

first ,graders in re lit. The purposes 9f this study were to measure th effects of tutoring on

handicapped tutors' self-esteem and attitude toward reading, as well as the academic growth of both

tutors and tutees. In the second study upper grade elementary aged mtntally retarded students

tutored regular class peers in sign language. The primary purpose of.this study was to measure the

effects of tutoring on the social acceptance of the handicapped tutors.

A

Study 1

The purposes of the first study were to measure the effects of- .reverse-rOie tutoring on he

self-esteem of handicapped tutors, as well as the reading achievement of both tutors and tutees. In

to look at these effects, a cross-age tutorial scheme was used in k frich

elementary aged handicapped students tutored regular-class first graders in reading.- Mulf;ple

measures were taken on each of thq outcomes. In addition to criterion and norm-r2ferenCed

:-;.easurements of reading achievement and self-esteem, parents and teacher's were Intcrt.fed

e

Subjects

f

Method

'ref:al.:cline their perceptions of the tutoring program.

;

Students participating in this study came frbm a large suburban school district. A total of 78

special education students were involved in the jtudy with 3# students each in the treatment and

comparison groups. These 78 students came from three types of special education hisses. 1)

self-contained behaviorally handicapped (BH), 2) self-contained learning disabled (ID), and 3)

resource students.

There were 24 self-contained,BH students in the study, with 12 in each of twAclassrooms.

Of these 24, 21 were boys and 3 were, girls, with 3 in the fourth grade, 9 in the fifth and 12 in the

sixth. These students were viewed as having the molt serious behavioral problems for their age

group in the district. However, their academic achievement varied significantly, wichitading levels

A BEST COPY AVAILABi.E
5
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from first through the twelfth grade. t i

o

A total of 26 self-contained LD students participated in the study, with 13 i:, each of two

;classes. Of these 26, 20 were boys gnd six wdre girls, with 16 Of appropriate agt for fifthgrade
,

e` and 10 for sixth grade. Arwith.the siilftcontained BH students, these LD students were viewed as
II ,having the'niost serious learning problems for the age group in the district. MostWere reading at

least three grade levels bellied theitregulifclass peers..
. .

The remaining 28 special .students in the study included 14 students from each of
. .. .

two.schools. There were.18 boys and 10 girls, with 8 sixth graders; 12 fifth graders, and 8 .faurth

graders. Of the 28 resource students:19 were classified as.I.D and the other 9 were identified as
li -,.

BH. c , . -

In addition tolhe 78 special education students in the study, there were also 82 first graders
Witt? participated as tutees. These student's, while.not classified as special education !,:L:dent'.. erd

selected by their teachers as performing below grade level in, reading. Also included in the study

were the 10 teachers of these first grade studeintS:4 special education tc.:chers preiprif.,I,,s of 7.49

handicapped tutors.
'II,

Research. DOign
. ....

Special edti:ation students were, assigned to groups in two different ways: self-contain-ea,
students were randomly assighee.a by classroom Lo eithe the experimental or comparison.groap;

-i.----- 4..,
-resource students :Were individually randomly assigned to either gtoup.. Thus, the experimental

group (those who functioned as tutors) consisted of one classof 12 BI-al student, ; one class, of 13

LD students, and 14 resource students. The comparison group consisted of an*equal number of

students with the:same handicapping conditions and educational Plcement. .

First graters participating in the study were'individually randomly assigned to either the

experimental group (functioning as tutees) or to the comparison group. Witliatirition this resulted

in 3-7 first graders in the eXperitnental,group and 45 in the comparispn

Instruments .
eaditig. achievement,: Two instruments were use(F,to measure students' reading

achievement: 1) the woodcock -JO,

15 (WoodcO& & Johnson, 1977), and 2) the Beginning Read'

1980). The subtests used from the Woodcock-Johnson teeinciuded

Subtests 13, 14,4nd

(Harrison,

easures of: letter and word

6
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i,',entification, word attack skills, and passage comprehension The Beginning Reading 1 test was
lade specifically for the tutorial reading program used in the study and include,-', measures of:

consonant sounds, short vowel sounds, digraph sounds, decoding skills, and sight words. Thus,
the two tests were similar in content, but one is norm-referenced (the Woodcock-Johnson)
providing age and grade level scores, while the other is criterion-referenced (the Beginning
Reading 1, test) providing detailed mastery scores.

Reverse-role Tv toring 6

Sillaggsiamgasum. In order to overcome some of the difficulties described in
previous tutoring research regarding self-esteenroutcomes, three different tests\ were used to
measure. this variable: rae2ienalarrisChadren',4Self&o4coLagile Piers 1969), The
Student's Perceiltion of Scale (SPAS) (Boersma & Chapman, 1978), and
S :4-:cdrisegLsgalg (McDaniel...103). The Piers-Harris is one of the most widely" ed 111::::St 7*CS

of gneral self- concept. It consists of 80. "yes ", "no" statements designed to measure students'
r -.,-cations of themselves. The SPAS is a 70 item ;elf-repnrt instromert which is (1...*!le ' to.

1: ...asure. general self-concept, but students' perceptions of their ability in school related areas. This
migyit be termed a student's "academic. self- concept." Unlike the first two instruments, the Inferred

52' Y-Cc,:.:ept Scale is not self-administered, but filled out by the student's teacher or It
in,..lude's items related to student behavior from which self-concept can then be inferred.

-,Nlate'rials and Tutor Training
All handicapped students assigned to the tutoring group were trained to teach reading using

materials adapted fro' an existing tutorial.system (Harrison, 1080). The training occurred in three

,one-hour sessions and focused on.specifiC tutoring techniques designed to teach sight words; letter
sounds, and blending skills, 'tutors learned how to give positive feedback for_correct responses
anda variety of techniques for handling incorrect responpes, Before tutoring, each student was
req,dred fc demonstrate mastery of.the techniques by role-playing the part of a tutor vvith-a trained

,
examiner: Paraprofessional aides were also trained in the.use of the system and later functioned as

supervisor's of the tutors, providing remedial training, when needed:

Procedures,

liNitten permission was obtained from the parents of each of the students participating in the

study. Once this permisSion was obtained, the Woodcock Johnson test was administered as a,

7
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pretest-to all special education students participating in the study. The $eginningRead'nol test was
alsO,admininstered to all first graders as a pretest, as well as to .11 handicapped students who scored

lower than the third grade level on the Woodcock-Johnson test.

All special education 'students in both groups completed the self-report items on the
Piers-Harris' and the SPAS prior to the tutoring. Teachers of these students also completed pre
measures on ,each special education student using -the test. None of the

self-esteem instruments Were administered to first graders.

During the next two weeks, handi6apped students were trained as tutors, after which tutoring

began. Three or four student teams would tutor at a time for 15 -20 minute sessions, four days_per

week. This procedure waL followed fora period of 14 weeks, or approximately 18-20 hoursoof
actual tutoring.

To control for "time-on-task," first graders in the comparison group received additional
reading help-in the classroom. During the tutoring time, first graders either read with upper grade

ctuderts or ***2,:ei'. c!ri additional' irdiv

At the conclusion of the 14 weeks of tutoring; the three self-esteem measures were
V...-administeredio alhandicapped studentspinboth groups. The handicapped students who were. -
rcteted at or below a third grade reading level on the Woodcock-Johnsozreading tesi were also
given theDeranningaudingi test. The 82 first graders were postmsted with both reading tests.
After theposttest data were gathered, interviews were conducted with parents and teachers using a

structured interview schedule designed specifically for this study.

Data AnAlssel

The primary purposes of the data analyses were to detirmine if the tutoring had affected the
reading achievement ofboth tutors and tutees, as well as, tutors' self-eSteem. Multivariate analysis

of eo'vaiiance Was selected as an appropriate statistical procedure for making these determinations.
In of the quantitative analyses, pretests were used as covariates which yieldeci adjusted
posttest Weanscores fof each group.

Four multivariate analyses were conducted: the first included total scores for handicapped

students from each of the four main outcome measures; the second included subscale scores of

handicapped students on the three self-esteetn measures; the third included handicapped students'

subscale scores from the Woodcock-Johnson test; and the fourth analyzed first graders' subscale

scores from the Wpodcpck-Johnson test. Following the multivariate analyses, univariate analyses

8
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were used to test differences. betvken the two groups on individual subscales. Parent ind teachet

terview data were summarized by categorizing responses and calculaitieng frequenciator each
.category. I

- Results,

The finding of Study 1 will be reported it three sections: 1) self- esteem and reading

achievement of handicapped students, 2) reading achievement of first graders, and 3)parental and
teacher perceptions of the tutoring program.

e
Outs on Handicapped Students, \-L.

. --, The results cif the fir multivariate analysis of covariance showed that there were test.score

dY.Terences between the group of handicapped students whO participated as tutors and t:le got ap
%Om-did not, Hotelling's T2 = .252, 12 < .003. Further analysis show4that the total scores .for

, If the three self-es:L:1:1:r easures wert not d!ffercnt n.,r the,tv.k. i:10;!ps. 11 i ..cr. le

u;Avariate test comparing handicapped students' reading scores. (on the Woodcock-Johnson)
, showed that those who tutored performed significantly better' on reading skills than didstudents

,1/4:,0 di not tutor.' E (1,, 76) = 17.79, 12 < .01. Handicapped students who tutored-sem-A
approx inately one half of a standard deviation better on their.total reading score (M = 486, SD =

18), than did handicapped students in the control group (M = 476, 5D = 18).

While total self-esteem scores did not show group differences, the results of the second,
multivariate analysis of covariance, which compared group performance on the various .subscales

of the self-esteem measures, showed that certain subscales were different between the two groups,

Hotelling's T2 ,= .301, < .02. Further analysis showed that handicapped tutors were more
pOsitive in their perceptions of their "general ability" CM = 7.3, Si2 = 3.1) than were those who did

not tutor (1g = 5.6, S12 = 3.6), E (I, 76) = 5.32, it < .05. Tutors also scored higher on their
;eptions of their'reading and ability" (M = 7.6, SD = 2.9), than did students in tile

mink)] group (M = 6.3; SD = 3.7), E (1; 76) ='4.01, p < .05. Again, tutors scored approximately

one half of a standard deviation better than control students on theSe subscales. The other
subscales showed no difference..

The clearest differences between groups appeared in the third set of analyses. These results

showed that tutors scared better than control' students on the "word attack" and the "paslage

comprehension" subtests of the Woodcock- Johnson: 'On the word attack subtest, tutors scored

ii
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about one and a half standard deviations (yl = 14.7 , 112 = 4.5) better than control students (M
8.8, 51.) = f (1, 76) = 49.75, 12 < .001. Passage-comprehension scores were not as disparate

as word attack scores, showing that tutors scored slightly less than one half of a standard deviation

better than control saclents E. (1, 76) = 8.99, u < .01. Grade level scores on the test showed that

tutors made an average gain. of eight tenths of a yeast', While controls improved onlyzo tenths of a
year. The results bf the criterion reading test ( leginting.Reading1) showed that tutor% scored an

Average of 85% on the decOding subtest, with control students .scoring 51%. Using raw scores as
comparisons, tutors performed twOifull standard deAations better than controls.

Reading Achievement of First Graders .

Analyses showed that tutees performed better than controls on all subtests of the criterion test

and on the word attack subtest Of the Woodcock -Johnson. Using means adjusted for the initial
differences obtained on the criterion pretest, tutors scored an average of 10 (S -.4.0) and controls

.,-Nri7d an 7veraf_ce of 6.8 (5T) 3.8) on.the word attack section of

ould be expected, differences on the criterion-test were substantial on all subtests. utees scored

better on "consonant sounds," "short vowel sounds," "digraphs," and "decoding," than did
controls. Most of :Scse differences were approximately ones full standard deviation.

'arena and Tncher Per ceptiOns
A total of 87% of the parents of the 39 handicapped tutors were interviewed following the 14

weeksof tutoring. When asked to desCribe how their child felt about tutoring, 73% reported that

their child felt "very positive" about the program, 21% said That their child hid "positive" feelings

about tutoring. One parent said that the child had "negative" feelings,'and one parent had no
opinion. When asked about their own feelings toward the tutoring program, 83%. of the parents

reported that they had "very positive" feelings,.with 18%.saying that their feelings were "positive."

Sonie expressed initial feel of apprehension about their child being taken out of crass to tutor

another child who was, perhaps, in less need of help than their own child. Others had initial fears

that their chip not be able to handle the tutoring task. However, folloWing the tutoring, all of

these parents' reservations had disappeared.

When asked whether the t_ utprint, toogram had had observable )effects on their child's
reading ability, self-esteem, and social interaction, the, responses of parents were mixed. Fully

79% felt that tutoring had positively affected their child's reading ability, compared to 2 19/0 who felt
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that there had been no observable effect on reading ability. Regarding self-esteeni. 91% reported

obse:.vable. improvement from the. tutoring. The .remaining 9% reported' seeing' no change in

self-esteem. Parents showed much less agreement concerning effects of the tutoring on social
interaction. A total of 44% said that they had seen improvements in their child's social skills,
which they attributed to tutoring; while 56% reported. seeing no observable change..

Teachers whO had students partiCipating prpgrain were strongly supportiVe of
reverse-role tutoring. 'All 40'fitst grade teachers reported that their students felt "very positive"

about participating in the prograti Seven (70%) of the first grade teachers reported their personal 1

feelings aboutte tutoring program as "very positive" with three (30%) citing' ' {positive" feelings.

'Interestingly, prior to the 'tutoring, seven of the ten teachers had strong apprehensions or negative

feelizigLat reverse -role' tutoring,- primarily because they worried about the ability of
handicapped students to become effective tutors. The four special education teachers also felt very
positive toward the'program, reporting a variety of benefits to handicapped tutors. The most

ITntlY tnen'imled benefit WaS "iMPrMed .S-C-slf-eSteern,"-f('!Irm "i'

;-Tv:.;Di.ity," "improved social and "improved reading skills...," The benefit,, first grade
. teachers reported for tutees were similar, but in nearly opposite order. The overwhelming benefit

:It-eported fo: tutees was "improved reading skills," followed by "greater academic conficlem.e. and

improved self-esteem."

Study 2

While Study 1 focused 'on r.dernicachievement and self-esteem, Sdy 2 focused on the

effects of reverse-role tutoring on acial acceptance. In Order to maximize the potential for affecting

social acceptance, peer tutoring was used, rather than the cross-are tutonng scheme used in

Study 1, allowing handicapped studenIstto tutor regular-class students of the same age. Since most

academic subjects would be inappropriate for reverse-role-peer tutoring, sign language (a novel

subject to both groups) was selected as the topic to bcw torea. .

As a prelude to the second experiment, a pilgytudy was conducted in which 15 fifth and'

sixth-grade educable mentally retarded students tufciteki their replar-class peers in sign language

(Custer & Osguthorpe, 1983). The results of thii`sfudi showed that following the tutoring,
ir
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handicapped tutors experienfeC1 a marked increase in positive social interaction with ct;r,e

peers. 1-1:owever, duet° nvironmental constraints, no comparison group was inJutd in the
design of the study, 3zf d observation of social interaction was limited to only a few pre and pest

ReVerNve:- rc3k: 0.

sessions.

4

hjvthod

,0

\ A school district' was selected for the study which. had two self,contained c-lases for
"intellectually handicapped" students. Students in one of these classrooms participate as

reverse-role tutors (treatment group), while students in the other classroom received no inte pairpn

(comparison group). A non-eggivalent control group design was ;,elected for

experimenters felt that the threats posed by contamination sv'ere more serious than thc-fise posed Sy

The treatment group included 17 students ranging in chronological ages approilit:Je

fourth through the Sixth grades. Of the 17 students, 11 shad been classified by the district as

"ifitellectually iiandicapred," 5 aS "severely handicapped." and .1 as"rnultiply handicaee,* -ft

comparison grpup included 16 students of appropriate7age for the fifth grade, all of whetm had Its;en

classified as "intellectually. handicapped." Most of the students in egitrof the groups had been

attending a self-contained classroom in theirschool for several years a

A total of 20 regular-class peers voluntarily panic ipated_in the study as ti.k tee% , with thc
these functioning as alternates in case of absencesJ

Measures and Proceduria,
Tutor Training. Tutor training procedures for tits study were derived from preview,,

research on revel se,role tutoring (Osgusho?pe, 1984). During the first eight weeks of the proilca,

handicapped students in the treatment group received training, in sign lariguag,e and tutoring,

techniques, The°30 minute sessions were conducted by a tacher's aide and occurred1Wice ch

week. In addition to learning basic signs (alphabet, numbers, colors, animals, ctc., tutor s. learned

how to demons1rate each sign, monitor incorrect responses, and give positive fee to the !wet

for correct responses.

Specially developed materials were used to reduce the amount of tuiring needed. These
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materials consisted primarily of 'a set of prompt cards on which the handicapped tutor saw a
phOgraph of the object or word, graphic representations of the hand shapes and,the

printed word to be signed. The reverse side of the prompt cards consisted of only the printed word

to be signed. Groups of cards were bound with large rings and mounted on small, cardboard table

easels. Before becoming a tutor, each handicapped student was required to show mastery of the

signs and tutoring techniques using the prompt cards.

Tutoring Sessions. During the next 10 week period, each handicapped student in the

treatment grmtp tutored a regular-Class student in 15 minute afternoon sessions, 3. days per week.

The aide supervised each tutoring session, ensuring that tutors knew what to teach and when to
teach it By using the prompt cards the handicapped studen,t had a constant reminder of how the IN
variods hand Shapes were to be made; while the tutee was always aware of which word was being (
taught.

rree-play observatiotb. The primary outcome measure for this study wi.N the u..e.ct

observation of handicapped tutors' social contact with regular-class students during recess. At the

treatment school a total of 20 observations were made prior to the beginning of

("pre-treatment") with 68 additional observations being conducted, once tutoring was in progress

,"daring treatment"). An observer, familiar with the children, used a structured observation form

to record interaction between handicapped and regular-class students. Each time a tutor interacted

with a regular-class student, the amount of elapsed time was recorded, as well as a description of

the interaction. These descriptions were later judged as being either "positive" or "negative." In

order to establish reliability of the measure, a second observer conducted five observations which

were compared with the first observer's records. Because this comparAon showed 98% agreement

between the two observers; only one observer participated for the remainder of the study.

Similar, but fewer observations were conducted at the control school, with o:ie measure

being taken priOr to tutoring and three measures being taken during the tutoring. The reduced

number of observations was made largely because there were no interactions to observe. After

seeing no interaction between handicard and regular-class students, the observers asked the

teacher about her own observations. The teacher assured the observers that she had seen no

interaction between her students and regular-class students during recess.

`,
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,
addiLion to free-play observation, data wen. gathered on

parental and tuteeeattitudes, as well as tutoring and signing skills of the handicapped tutors. Using

a structured interview form, each tutor's parents were given an opportunity to express their
perceptions of the project during a telephone interview. 'Likewise, tutees were asked in personal
interviews to respond regarding their attitudes toward thvrojectand toward the handicapped tutors
themselves. Tutors were also given individually admilgered mastery tests on their ability to
remember all of the signs that had been introeaced, as well as their ability to use proper tutoring
techniques.°
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In th,;.s section of the ,rticle restrlts will he eivcn of rr:0-roav oh,,cr%

ih:crviews, tutee Laerviews, un4A sign language and tutoring skills tests.
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Fr've.plkui Obw;.% ations

The results of the tree-play observation were summarized in the following ways: l) all data
were convened to percentages of observation time spent in positive interaction with regulat-class

students; 2) for both treatment and compariSon group's, means were calcUlated for "pre" and
"during "treatment" totals; 3) to give a more detailed view of student behavior, each series of ten

.
tIktiatment group totals were combined, pirtviding week by week picture of social interaction.

The results of the free-play observations showed that after the tutoring began, handicapped
tutors spent more than twice the amount of timb positively interacting with regular-class students
than they had prior to the tutoring (4% vs. 11%). A comparison of the pre-treatment vs. during

trc,itment means (using kpaired t-test), showed that this gain in tutors' social K..1-,a%, iy7 v. as

statistically significant, I 's6) 2.66, p .02'. Students in the compar, ison group did not
evidence any interaction with regular-class students'either before or during the treatment period.

Further analysis of the data showed that during the first set of ten observations at the
treatment school, tutors' interaction time rose only 'slightly from an average of 4% to 6% of the
recess time. However, during the second set of ten observations 4iniefiction time rose to 13%

and did not fall below 9% through the end of the experiment. In other words, the increase in
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sitive social behavior occurred during thesecpnd and third weeks after the tutorir., had begun. It
. 4. should be noted that not all of the tutors experced an increase in social interaction. Of the 17

tutors, 41% eXperieRced 'a mean gain ofLal least 6 %' in positive interaction, while 58% of the tutors
...

1.4,,, experienced a negligible change. Very little negative interaction was observed either before or after

the tutoring began. Of all positive interaction' observed, 19% occurred between tutors and their
tutees with the remainder occurring with other regularclass students. Interestingly, of tutors who

did show an increase in social interaction, 87% were classified as intellectually handicapped with

the remaining 13% being clasiified as severely or multiply-handicapped.
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ParenTs of 82% of-the tutors were available for interviews. In describing their child'i

feelings about the tutoring pro ram, all parents reported that their child had positive or very. ositive

feelings towards. the program. Only one parent had reservations regarding the child's participations 10

Wheii asked if their child s social interation seemed to have been affected, 71%.of the parents

reported noticing an improvement. dome parenti mentloncid improved sibling relations,. while
MI6

;:,crs commented on theiechild's increased ability to socialize with friends.

When asked if the tutoring experience had had an effect an hoW children' "felt about

themselves," 649 of the parents reported that they perceived a noticeable improvement in their

child's self-esteem. The remaining parents said they had not seen a change. Mot of these parents

reported that theirchild already had high self4steem, before the: project began. .

While not specifically targeted in the projebt, half of the parents described improvements in

their child's communication skills. Most of these parents felt that learning sign language and
teaching it to other students had helped their children express themsilves more clearly. The

remaining parents did not mention any improvements in their child's cot imunication skills.

Tuley Interviews
total of 15 (75%) of the tutees were interviewed at the end of the study. When asked what

they had learned from the experience, 57% of tutees mentioned sign language, with 43% saying

that they had learneitte appreciate people like their handicapped tutors. When asked what they had

learned about mentally.handicapped students, 82% of thelutees' responses were poiitivq, reporting

that they learned that mentally handicapped students "have feelings," that "they're nice," and that
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they "are smart at some things." The remaining 4% of the students had difficulty verbakzing what
they had learned from the exprience.

When asked if they feltdifferently toward their tutors following the tutoring, all of the tutees

reported that they felt better toward'the# hantncappedlator., Most remarked.that they felt more
comforlable being friends with handicapped ttOentst , When:p..45111' they ihought tutors'
feelings had changed toward them,111 of theOtea perceived a. .positiyesliange. ~ Fully 71% ofther tutees said that they felt that their ttktorfIliked tilelltilinv,";with t e -i nia1 iingtutees-vOrting.ffiat
the tutors seemed more "relaxed" aroundthein ,t11 .ehr9ject,, .,

,

Si.nni and , L.-
k

The results of the signing skills test ihovptd thatflutcrs remembered' an average-01 78
(SO =18) of the signs taught _during. the -st.utiy, tutees ;;cored . an average of :6656-
(SD =15.16).

The i.estilts of the tutorin(z skills evaluationc, showed thiit

man scores always fell within the "good" to "excellenCtranialAitotlir

students ittcluded in the study were able to master thebasic teChiiiilues.of tmOn

1

Dise6ssion and Conciusion$

The results of the two studies reported in .this article show that:with af,propriate trainifig and

supervision, handicapped students can function effectively as tutors. can learn to denionitrate
.

instructional content, monitor tutee perfbrmance, and give apriropriateleedkaelcti

students developed these skills more readily than other students, even ithbs4, with MoriAeVere.

handicaps were able to function, in the tutoring role.. Thejact that tni sehan aicappe 'Students,

be:t.:ne highly effective tutors is one of the most important Findings Of thii.r4earcli. 0,atest
concern of parents and teachers 'in a reverse-role tutoring prale,,,cf is their far that hauditapped

students will be placed in a role too difficult for them to handle:7611e special jeducation; teacher

voiced her reservations 'early in the project, indicating that learning cligableti, students would be

asked to tutor in their 'weakest subject (reading), andbe required to, work With first graders, Aim'

might soon exceed the tutors in reading skills. While these concerns are logical, ihe results of this

research would suggest that such problems simply do not arise, if tutors 'and teameis are matcheil
, .
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appropriately. Data frgin Study 1 indicated that the tutofs with thelowest reading level at the
1 beginning of the study made the most gains in reading skills, as a result of acting as tutors.

The datafurther showed thht both tutors and tutees experience growth in the topic tutoered;
Those m the sten languadrudy developed an impressive signing Vocabulary in a relatively short
period of time Those in the reading 'study showed more growth in reading tiro comparison,:
students. This conclusion is importantbecause it implies that teaching someone else is an effectiVe,

but seldom used strategy for iinproving learning among a wideyariety of handicapped studeats.
The results are congruent with the findings of previous, tutoring research in whicl regirlar-class
students functioned as tutors (Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982).

From the results of Study 2, it can be concluded that socially isolated handicapped students
often expcfrience increased social acceptance as a result,of tutoring regular-class peers, Wnile all of
the 'handicapped tutors in the sign language study did not how marked increases in social
interaction, some made impressive gains:, When the gain? e compared with 'other students in

self-cpntained settings, the improvements are especially meaningful. In ('the
sel f-Contained students (whether LD or EIVIR), without some intervention like reverse-role.tUtdimg,

often haVe little, if any interaction' with their peers in the regular classroom It is important to note
that the socialization benefits measured in Study 2 resulted from'an interventioithat

the direct teaching of social skills. Because tutors are placed in a leadersh role with their
nonhandieappapeers, opportunities are available ,r reciprocal modeling, as we as direct practice
of social skills, These ,findings have implication for handicapped students who may now be
placed in close proximity to regular-class students, . ahavemot--beeornetmly4ntegrated:The--
findings also have implioations for social;k0 training theory has not focused on tutoring as

an interventionifor increasing social acceptanCe (Gresham, 1.984)

For a variety of reasons conoluans regarding the effects of tutoring on self-concept cannot

be Stated with as much confidence as the conclusions concerning academic achievement and social

acceptance.. Data from the first .experiment shoWed that handicapped tutors impro ed, (ova
controls) in 'their perception of ability in topics related,to the topic tutored (reading and spelling).
While measures of general self-concept did not 'show 'significant gains for students in treatment

groups, parents and teachers reported that self-concept was in their opinion the prirgary benefit of

the program.. The reasons for the ambiguity of the findings regarding self-esteem nay item from

two faCtors. Firstmeasining self-esteem is more difficult than measuring academic performance,

and perhaps, most difficult with handicappedapped students (Wylie, 1974). Second,' it may be more
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approFiatc tb expect gains. in attitudes toward the 'ttitoring lopic,'than general self-esteem, ,
..Certain. items on :i tests of .generat: self-esteem woutcyjikely '.- not be .. affiected:'by 'a :student's!, .:

articipation in a tutorii*.program.' \,.

Since vious research_ against thenegitiv60 e:teffeett,of itit,oring On:Students..with:',

... initially low s lf-esteem, further analittes werecOndUctedOn.,,the*easUresOf-generak,self-eSteeni'.

. (Strodtbeck, ROnchi,, 84.IianSall, .1976). The analyses showed ;that althdpgli -th!se low:Self-esteem.

to).tors;,did..nOt .show. significant:;gains,.4herlikewite, did not Oho** significant .dropin4enerat
self-esteeM; as students hadin the research reported.by Strodtbeck,:etiL The data further showed

that these- students contributed as much as higher self-esteem studentsto the gains on specitic:
subsc ales Measuring students' attitudes towardlthe tutorng topic. This` finding is likely due to the

amount of structure included in the tutoring experience in both Study 1 andStudy 2.

The additional data gathered from parents, teachers, and tutees showed that each of these

groups 'perceive reverse-role tutoring as an effective intervention' strategyin_special education,
,hclicve, that haticlic,appcl: ,sttick..nts...1t:ecti

and social benefits from their participation as tutors Or tutees. Inierestingly, parents report benefits

they have noticed at home in addition to, the observd benefits measured in the school setting.

The results of tht two studies have important implications for special education.- the

present time most handicapped students invoived in tutoring programs participate onlyastutees.'

Those who do get an opportunity to, tutor, usually work with other handicapped students. In both

T cases students are likelyto miss some of the benefits which participants experience they tutor'
--others from the regular classroom, benefits which should be prellanned by teachers, paregts an

the student.

One strength.of the research reported in this article is the_emphisis placed on the needs-o

handicapped tutors'. For exaMple, in Study 1 handicapped tutofs' reading Williwere pre-assessed

as Carefully as the skills of the first graders they were tutoring. Because of this, teachers, were able .

to make more appropiiate decisions regarding the pairing; of a handicapped wtor with a
regular-class tutee. 'Past tutoring research has o(ten fo&ised so heavily on the, tutee that tutor have

,

been viewed more as service providers,--than' as *dents with their own -setae! needs.

implementing tutoring projects in special education, care should be taken to ensure that Specific

needs of tutors are being addressed (Gerber & Kauffman, 1981), If the handicapped student'

need is primarily academic, a cross -age scheme,, such as the one used in St4di 1 could'.

presc/ibed. Te a handicapped student's primary need is social acceptance, a peer tutoring
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onfiguration, such.ds, the one used in Study 2, should 'be conisidered. In tither cane; emphasis
should be placed on the needs of tutors, as well as the needs of tutees. When equal attention

given to the unique characteristics of both students in the tutoring died, both handfcapped d
regular7class students will reap maximum benefits;
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